Slater’s range of plastic alphabets is available in a number of sizes and has many uses - in fact virtually anything that requires lettering. There are two different typefaces (fonts) - a thin sans serif ‘plain’ lettering, and a thicker (bolder) serifed style used on many station nameboards (but, of course, not restricted to that use!). Individual letters are easily attached to a Plastikard backing with our Mek Pak liquid cement.

Each pack contains one moulding (except 1116 which contains two different pieces), so the number of each letter or numeral varies according to size - see the illustrations below and overleaf. All but the largest sizes contain numerals as well. Each size is defined by the height (in millimetres) of an individual letter (e.g. reference 1105 has lettering 5mm high), and all are available in white, with the 8mm size (1108) also available in black (ref. 1108B). Please note that the illustrations are not to scale.

For prices, see our current Price List or On-Line ordering pages.

www.slatersplastikard.com
### Station Nameboard Lettering

**1107**
7mm high station nameboard lettering and numerals (scale 12” lettering in O Gauge).

**1113**
13.5mm high station nameboard lettering (scale 12” lettering in “G” Scale).

**1116**
16mm high station nameboard lettering (scale 12” lettering in 16mm Scale). (Both sets in the pack)

For prices, see our current Price List or On-Line ordering pages.
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